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Abstract: Rough surfaces are in contact locally by the peaks of roughness. At this local scale, the
pressure of contact can be sharply superior to the macroscopic pressure. If the roughness is assumed
to be a random morphology, a well-established observation in many practical cases, mechanical
indicators built from the contact zone are then also random variables. Consequently, the probability
density function (PDF) of any mechanical random variable obviously depends upon the morphological
structure of the surface. The contact pressure PDF, or the probability of damage of this surface can be
determined for example when plastic deformation occurs. In this study, the contact pressure PDF
is modeled using a particular probability density function, the generalized Lambda distributions
(GLD). The GLD are generic and polymorphic. They approach a large number of known distributions
(Weibull, Normal, and Lognormal). The later were successfully used to model damage in materials.
A semi-analytical model of elastic contact which takes into account the morphology of real surfaces is
used to compute the contact pressure. In a first step, surfaces are simulated by Weierstrass functions
which have been previously used to model a wide range of surfaces met in tribology. The Lambda
distributions adequacy is qualified to model contact pressure. Using these functions, a statistical
analysis allows us to extract the probability density of the maximal pressure. It turns out that this
density can be described by a GLD. It is then possible to determine the probability that the contact
pressure generates plastic deformation.
Keywords: surface; roughness; failure analysis; contact modeling; statistic approach
1. Introduction
Surface integrities has been a growing field over the last 30 years. During contact, stress can
induce fractures, scratches and micro-cracks influencing operational life, secular stability and coating
quality [1–4]. Rough surfaces are locally and sparsely in contact, essentially at roughness peaks.
At this specific scale, the contact pressure can be sharply superior to the apparent or macroscopic
pressure. In numerous practical cases, the roughness is a random morphology. So it becomes obvious
to integrate the surface morphology as a random process to compute the local pressures as a probability
density function (PDF). Then, the probability of damage on the surface can also be computed from
macroscopic material properties. Greenwood pioneered the first rough contact model in 1966 [5] on a
pure elastic contact to explain that the real area of contact between asperities can be proportional to
the load. One advantage of this model is that it becomes possible to measure macroscopic features
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taking account some roughness parameters measurements. The rough surface is presented as a set of
uncorrelated rough peaks with spherical tips of constant radius of curvature. Thus, for each asperity,
Hertz’s theories can be then applied. Greenwood assumed that the heights of the asperities varied
randomly with known PDF without lack of generality but analyzed analytically and numerically the
exponential and Gaussian PDFs. In his paper, roughness estimators used to compute these PDFs and
PDF itself are considered as perfectly known i.e., adequation between the theoretical model fit perfectly
with experimental data and estimator are supposedly known, meaning that there are calculated one
an infinite surface. These two strong assumptions are intensively used in all modelling on rough
surfaces (optics, mechanics, thermal, biology . . . ). However, four years after this pioneering work,
Greenwood treated the problems of the first contact point of an asperity [6]. A sentence written
marginally by Greenwood is of major interest: “ . . . Some arguments arise from confusion between a
sample and a population . . . ” and points to the problems of sampling variations. For the first time
(in Appendix A of Greenwood’s publication) the extreme values theory is applied but restricted to
the case when estimators of the parent distribution are perfectly known. Different distributions are
discussed and the role of the spread of the distribution emphasised. It is pointed in this article that
the first contact determination is experimentally a difficult task due to the lack of knowledge’s of the
reference point. About the remarks of T. R. Thomas, R. M. Baul and W. Scott, Greenwood recognized
that more experimental evidence is needed on the tails of height distributions to settle the question of
whether heights are truly Gaussian or not. In 1972, Tsakada et al. [7] introduce a method to determine
the highest point of ground surfaces (the extreme value of surface roughness). As pointed by the
authors, the probability density function of surface asperity has always been assumed to be a normal
distribution. However, Tsakada showed the Weibull distribution gives a better approximation to
characterize the extreme value of rough surfaces and estimate experimentally that the extreme value
of surface asperity coincides with the value calculated by the Weibull distribution that represent one
of the extreme statistics of PDF. Curiously, since Tsakada’s article, it has become difficult over nearly
four decades (1970–2010) to find in the bibliography an article presenting the relationships between
extreme values of roughness and the problematic of contact mechanics. In 2009, Zwol et al. [8] showed
that the point at which two random rough surfaces in a plate-plate contact takes place at the contact
of the highest asperities and has a crucial importance for determination of dispersive forces. This
uncertainty depends on the roughness of interacting bodies but authors no not used extreme values
theory to model this effect. In 2012, Broer et al. [9] used explicity extreme values statistics to calculate
the Casimir force at separations linked to the root-mean square of the height fluctuations of the two
rough surfaces. Applied on gold samples, they showed the presence of peaks considerably higher than
the root-mean-square roughness. These peaks redefine the minimum separation distance between the
bodies and can be described by extreme value statistics. Ponthus et al. [10] show that the statistical
properties of the normal motion’s amplitude are well captured by a simple analytic model based
on the extreme value theory framework, extending its applicability to sliding-contact-related topics.
A complete analysis of extreme values applied on friction between rough surfaces is undertaken by
Melekan and Rouhani [11]. They proposed a model based on extreme value statistics and combine it
with different models for single-asperity contact, including adhesive and elasto-plastic contacts, to
derive a relation between the applied load and the friction force on a rough interface. They show that
extreme values probabilities of peak asperities can better fit the contact features of Greenwood models,
closest to Amonton’s law.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Simulation of Rough Surfaces
In a first step, surfaces are simulated using Weierstrass functions. A set of real surfaces are created
presenting a wide range of surfaces met in tribology [12,13]. The three dimensional fractal Weierstrass
surfaces are defined as [14]:
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W(x, y) = A
∞∑
n1=0
∞∑
n2=0
an1,n2
γ
n1+n2
2
(γ2n1 + γ2n2)
H+1
2
cos(2piγn1 +ϕn1,n2)cos(2piγ
n2 +Ψn1,n2) (1)
where ϕn1n2 and Ψn1n2 are stochastic phases of uniform density defined in [0, 2pi].
A is a scale coefficient, an1,n2 are normal random numbers, H is the Hölder exponent (H ∈ [0, 1]),
γ is the frequency of the function with γ > 1.
The functions plotting for fractal dimension ∆ = (2, 2.5, 3) i.e., H = (1, 0.5, 0) are shown in
Figure 1.
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asperity is described by a cone with a hemispherical end tip. The definition of the average 
deformation is introduced by taking into account the average attack angle of the roughness ?̅?. The 
indentation by an axi-symmetrical indenter allows estimating the stresses and strains applied in the 
indented material. For conical tip geometry [15], the mean pressure is related to the attack angle β of 
the tip. Following the pressure supported by the summit, we can distinguish three regimes of 
deformation. In the case of an elastic contact, the mean pressure (mp) undergone by the asperity can 
be written [16]: 
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, Ej and νj are respectively the Young modulus and the Poisson’ ratio relative to surface j. 
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Figure 1. Simulated surfaces (1024 × 1024) following Weierstrass di tribu ion with three diff rent Hurst
exponents (1, 12 , 0) from le t to right.
2.2. Semi-Analytical Model
In this approach, a rough hard surface is in contact with a perfectly smooth rigid plane. In this
case, local contacts are localized at the surface peaks. We consider the approximation of geometric
contacts where elastic deformation between asperities is neglected.
2.2.1. Conical Model of Roughness
The roughness is modeled by a succession of indenters with a distribution of attack angles. Each
asperity is described by a cone with a hemispherical end tip. The definition of the average deformation
is introduced by taking into account the average attack angle of the roughness β. The indentation by
an axi-symmetrical indenter allows estimating the stresses and strains applied in the indented material.
For conical tip geometry [15], the mean pressure is related to the attack angle β of the tip. Following
the pressure supported by the summit, we can distinguish three regimes of deformation. In the case of
an elastic contact, the mean pressure (mp) undergone by the asperity can be written [16]:
pm = 0.2 E*tan β (2)
where E* stands for the combined Young’s modulus of the two surfaces in contact given by 1E∗ =
1−ν21
E1
+
1−ν22
E2
, Ej and νj are respectively the Young modulus and the Poisson’ ratio relative to surface j.
2.2.2. Solution Procedure
The local behavior of each asperity is investigated numerically by the analysis of the local peak
geometry. The loc l area of the contact Aj between an asperity j and the plane is assumed elli tic,
having semi-axes aj and bj, Aj is given by:
A j = pia jb j (3)
For numerical purpose, the local area Aj is discretized into N elements cji (i = 1, 2, . . . N). The local
pressure distribution on each asperity j, is given by:
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p j =
(
xi, y j
)
=
3
2
p jm
1− (xia j
)2
−
(
yi
b j
)21/2 (4)
where pjm is the mean pressure associated with asperity j. The normal force Fj exerted on the asperity j
is given by the following relation:
F j =
∑
i
c jipi (5)
The total load supported by summits is thus:
F =
m∑
j=1
F j (6)
where m is the total number of asperities in contact.
Figure 2 is a flowchart for the contact calculation program. The three-dimensional surface
topography is directly sampled by the computer-generated surface topography.
The surface topography is characterised by N × M points. Each point of the coordinates (x,y)
has a height z. Data are saved in binary format and are used as input for a three dimensional surface
topology detection algorithm [17,18]. The latter is used to determine the position and the peak of each
asperity. For each point i located at (xi,yi) of amplitude zi (denoted by zi(xi,yi)), the difference ∆z(xi,yi)
= zi(xi,yi) − z(xs,yr) is calculated and compared to the heights of the eight neighboring points in the
Cartesian grid where s = i − 1, i, i + 1 and r = j − 1, j, j + 1. If all ∆z(xi,yi) > 0, z(xi,yj) will be regarded as
the asperity peak.
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Figure 2. Flowchart for the numerical calculation of the pressure field.
For a given initial separation d, the local displacement dj, the local contact area Aj, and the average
attack angle βj of each asperity can be determined. These parameters allow the distribution of the
pressure and the real contact area undergone by the roughness to be determined. For a macroscopic
displacement, the two surfaces are progressively brought to contact with several displacement
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increments ∆d of the smooth rigid plane. The displacement is interrupted when the resulting effort F
reaches the imposed normal effort FMAX (i.e., the convergence of the numerical software is reached).
2.2.3. Pressure Distribution
The model is applied on the three surfaces defined on Figure 1. The macroscopic pressure is equal
to Pm = 20 MPa, using Young modulus E = 210 GPa. Surface are normalized such with their r.m.s.
roughness Rq = 50 µm on a 1 mm2 surfaces discretized over 1024 points in each direction. Figure 3
represents the pressure distribution for the three surfaces, respectively, described in the Figure 1.
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3. Results
3.1. Probability Density Functions (PDFs)
As described in the introduction, the pressure is stochastic. Its PDF depends on the roughness’s
PDF. In our ase, we decide to directly model the pressure without taking account irectly the roughnes
in the computation. Taking the pressure map, pressure distribution is s pposed to be stationary in t
spatial scale. T is means that peaks morphology do not de ends on space in average. Under thes
conditions, the probability density function do not depends on positions x and y and thus becomes
one-dimensional. H wever this probability density function can be split into two part . Let α be the
probability to meet a z ro pressure (no contact) then the probability of meeting a non-zero pressure is
equals to 1 − α. The PDF can b written:
PR(p) = αδp=0 + (1− α)G(p) (7)
δp=0 is the Dirac function localized on p = 0, and G(p) is the PDF associated with continuous non
zero pressure.
In practice, only G(p) is required to compute the contact pressure. Moreover, primary hypotheses
linked to spatial homogeneity of date are problematic to evaluate. Furthermore, the selection of PDF is
frequently associated to the authors’ modelling backgrounds or the suitability of the PDF to adjust
adequately the data under study. Moreover, the retained distributions are poorly compared between
others distributions and rarely checked by statistical tests of goodness of fit. In this paper, the maximum
pressure PDF, a major interest in contact mechanics, will be modelled which is why the statistics of the
extreme value theory will be applied. However, the application of classical extreme value analysis
could have significant limits. As the most commonly used Gumbel and Generalized Extreme Value
(GEV) methods [19] include inferred parental PDF constrained by mathematical assumptions, we
suggest another way to circumvent the need for a priori hypothesis.
Our approach is a combination of the Generalized Lambda Distribution (GLD) and the
Computer-Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM). Unlike the Gumbel and GEV models, which incorporate
the statistical properties of the parent PDF, the GLD and the CBBM both have the common benefit
of bypassing the preconceived choice of a well-known theoretical PDF that would approximate the
physics of contact mechanisms.
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It should be noted that GLD’s are extremely flexible due to their capacity to adopt a wide spectrum
of shapes, including common unimodal distributions. GLD’s are defined by four parameters and
can thus correspond to the first four moments of the experimental data (mean, variance, asymmetry,
kurtosis) and also include asymptotic properties on the extreme values (tails extended to infinity or
truncated, on either or both sides).
In the field of surface integrities, there are a multitude of known statistical distributions that model,
using more or less well-founded simplifying assumptions, the damage mechanisms. For example, the
normal law is often used to model static mechanical properties (stiffness, plasticity), Weibull’s laws
for cumulative damage mechanisms (fatigue, corrosion), lognormal laws the distribution of defects
(porosity density), Gumbel’s law the distribution of critical defects (pitting), Pareto’s law the fracture
values at interfaces (toughness) and all these distributions are well model by GLD [20,21]. The quality
of fit obtained with the GLD’s is especially notable in the region of the right tail of the empirical PDF,
which is of interest to the extreme values of the pressure distribution described in this paper. For
several years, one of the author of the present paper has been developing the use of this flexible family
of PDF in the field of Materials Science [22–24] and also in Statistical Process Control [25,26].
The principle of statistical modelling of extreme contact pressures is a four-step process. In the
first step, the distribution of contact pressures is modelled by the semi-analytical model for calculating
local pressures corresponding to an experimental distribution of n pressure values. In a second step, a
bootstrap (CBBM) is applied to generate a large number of k sets of n pressure data. In a third step, k
GLD are modeled from the k*n bootstrapped data. Finally (step 4), for each of the k GLD, the extreme
values are estimated and the histogram of extreme values (probability density of extreme values) is
constructed. From this empirical density, the mean of the maximum pressure and a 90% confidence
interval can be estimated.
3.1.1. Basic Concept
The GLD family is specified in terms of its inverse distribution function with four parameters (λ1,
λ2, λ3 and λ4):
QX(y) = λ1 +
yλ3 − (1− y)λ4
λ2
(8)
The parameters λ1 and λ2 are, respectively, the location and scale parameters, while λ3 and λ4 are
related respectively to the skewness and the kurtosis of the GLD with 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 (see [25,26] for details).
The PDF fx(x) is obtained from the inverse distribution function of Equation (8):
fx(x) =
λ2
λ3yλ3−1 + λ4(1− y)λ4−1
(9)
where y is the solution of the equation QX(y) = x which can be solved numerically.
Equation (9) defines a valid PDF if and only if QX meets the following conditions:
fx(x) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ D
+∞∫
−∞
fX(x)dx = 1
(10)
where D is the domain of definition of QX.
3.1.2. Numerical Estimation of Pressure PDF
An algorithm was developed using the Statistical Analyses System (SAS) language to compute
the GLD parameters from an experimental dataset (in our study, moment method is used). Applied on
the pressure described on Figure 3, the value of λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 are computed from the four moment
estimators αˆ1, αˆ2, αˆ3, αˆ4 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Values of the fourth moments and the generalized Lambda distribution (GLD) parameters for
the three pressure corresponding to the Hurst exponent of H = 0, 0.5 and 1 (Figure 3).
Moments GLD Parameters
H αˆ1 αˆ2 αˆ3 αˆ4 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4
1 1108 213 0.687 3.03 1307 9.2 × 10−4 0.276 0.032
0.5 1369 199 0.702 3.41 1509 8.1 × 10−4 0.181 0.041
0 1724 193 0.874 5.62 1789 2.6 × 10−4 −0.018 −0.034
Figure 4 presents the PDF of the GLD corresponding to the PDF of contact pressure computed
from surface topography (Figure 3, Table 1). GLD fits very well contact pressure computed from
experimental surface topography.
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Figure 4. Plots of the GLD probability density functions and empirical histograms parameters for the
three local pressures corresponding to the Hurst exponent of H = 0, 0.5 and 1.
3.1.3. Bootstrap Protocol
Efron [27,28] introduced first the Computer-Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM) to avoid the risk of
asserting wrong conclusions when analysing experimental data that transgress inference assumptions
of the traditional statistical theory. A main reason for making parametric assumptions is to facilitate
the derivation from textbook formulae for standard errors. Based on the mathe atical resampling
technique, the main principle of the CBBM consists in generating a high number B of simulated
bootstrap samples from the original data points. The original dataset consists of either experimental or
si ulated points. A bootstrap dataset of pressures of size n, noted (p*1, p*2, . . . , p*n), is a collection of n
values simply obtained by randomly sampling with replacement from the original pressure data (p1,
p2, . . . , pn), each of them with a probability of 1/n. The bootstrap dataset thus consists of elements of
the original data points; some appearing zero times, some appearing once, some twice, etc.
Applied on the surface H = 0.5, probability density functions of Lambda coefficients can be plotted
(Figure 5).
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As it can be observed on Figure 6, when the fractal dimension of the surface increases, the 
maximal local pressure increases. This is due to the fact that peaks become smaller for low Hurst 
exponents which drastically increase the local pressure and then the local probability of damage. 
Bowden and Tabor [29], assumed that in order for the bodies to slide relative to each other, the 
asperities are plastically deformed; i.e., the mean pressure corresponds to its hardness (and also near 
three times the yield pressure of the material). If one supposes for example that the hardness of the 
material is equal to 2050 MPa, then for H = 1, the probability of damage is impossible, for H = 0.5 this 
probability is equal to 1% and for H = 0 the probability of surface damage is one meaning that damage 
is certain. 
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3.2. Maximal Pressure Probability Density Functions
3.2.1. Formulation
The density function, Pmax, of the maximal pressure distribution corresponding to the GLD
(Equation (8)) is given by the inverse distribution function of this distribution, Qmax:
Qmax(v) = λ1 +
(
v1/n
)λ3 − (1− v1/n)λ4
λ2
(11)
it sit f cti , f is:
f (x) =
1
Q′max(F(x))
(12)
where Q’ is the derivative of Q and F the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Q PDF (i.e., F
= Q−1). Thus, the Pmax function is evaluated for any pressure value x by numerically inverting the
Qmax function as well as the density function Pmax. To plot the Pmax function, one first computes the
quantile function QX with set of y lying in [0, 1] interval. The probability to have a maximal pressure
less than f
(
pmaxl
)
then equals Pr
(
p < pmaxl
)
= yn
(
pmaxl
)
. To obtain the density function f
(
pmaxl
)
, one can
finally numerically derive:
f
(
pmaxl
)
=
∂y
∂yn
(
pmaxl
) (13)
As it can be observed on Figure 6, when the fractal dimension of the surface increases, the maximal
local pressure increases. This is due to the fact that pe ks become smaller for low Hurst exponents
which drastically increase the local pressure and then the local proba ility of damage. Bowden and
Tab r [29], assumed that in order for the bodies to slide relative to each other, the asperities are
plastically deformed; i.e., the mean pressure corresp nds to its hardness (and also near three times t e
yield pressure of the material). If one supposes for example that the hardness of the material is equal
to 2050 MPa, then for H = 1, the probability of damage is impossible, for H = 0.5 this probability is
equal to 1% and for H = 0 the probability of surface damage is one meaning that damage is certain.
3.2.2. Numerical Validation
To validate the proposed protocols, one hundred surfaces are simulated and the experimental
extreme values are extracted and compared to the PDF distributions of the maximal pressure. The
Figure 7 represents the 90% confidence intervals of modeled data by the Lambda distribution versus
the experimental values.
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Figure 6. Plots of the GLD probability density functions and empirical histograms parameters for the
three local maximal pressures corresponding to the Hurst exponent of H = 0, 0.5 and 1.
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Figure 7. The 90% confidence intervals of modeled data by the Lambda distribution for the maximal
pressure versus the pressure data values. The straight line represents y = x.
If the lambda distribution correctly fits the data, then the difference between the experimental
data will be statistically equal to zero. To appreciate this hypothesis, the histograms of these differences
are plotted for 100 surfaces (Figure 8). As is often the practice in statistics, the threshold of 95% is
chosen to test the null value of the difference. Over all the one hundred surfaces, the null values is
never rejected meaning that the lambda distribution describe correctly the extreme surface pressure.Coatings 2020, 10, 15 10 of 15 
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4. Experimental Validation
It is quite problematic to validate the proposed model experimentally. Indeed, the principle of our
modeling of extreme pressure values is to look at the distribution of local pressures obtained from
discretized mapping, then to search a polymorphic density model that then allows us to evaluate
extreme pressure value. This extreme pressure value then gives a lower limit of the yield strength of
the future material guaranteeing no plasticification on the investigated contact area. In our simulation,
in order to stabilize the high variability of the probability density of pressures, 100 contact simulations
are performed to determine a robust density of the GLD parameters of the contact pressures and its
associated bootstrap estimators (see Figure 5). Numerically the convergence and robustness seem to
be achieved with these 100 simulations on 100 different topographies. This clearly shows that it is
necessary, in order to validate the proposed model, to perform 100 plane/contact surface indentation
experiments, which will then give us a correct estimate of the maximum plastification stress. It should
be noted that in the bibliography, many authors limit themselves to measuring only one surface to
determine the average contact pressure, which cannot be enough to determine the maximum contact
pressure. The experimental determination of extreme values will, therefore, require an automated
process of plane/rough surface indentation. Indentations experiments will not directly estimate
local contact pressure, but an average pressure and an estimate of the first contact of the peak of
maximum amplitude and its spatial location. Beyond this metrological problem, another problem,
often encountered in the bibliography proposing plane/rough surface indentation is the difficulty of
morphologically quantifying whether a peak has plastified. Admittedly, if the surface has a fairly high
percentage of plastified peaks, it becomes possible to estimate statistically the rate of plastification
(Dowson reference), but it remains difficult to determine experimentally the peak that has the first
plastified (flatness problem, elastic return, metrological errors of the topographic measurement . . . ).
However, it is essential to validate the proposed methodology. In fact, our model is based on the
probability of having the first peak that plastifies and to associate its contact pressure. The criticisms of
our methodology that can be formulated are on the one hand, a simplistic model of contact simulation
(justified by the large number of high-resolution simulations, discretization necessary to capture the
morphology of the highest peaks) and on the other hand the difficulty of validating this methodology
by a reasoned approach. To have a less critical modeling of the material’s behavior, finite element
simulation seems tempting but remains complex at the level of elementary numerical operations. Even
if this would prove possible in a reasonable time of calculations with the resolutions proposed in
this article, it would prohibit us from future investigations on larger topographic resolutions (e.g.,
multi-fractal surfaces). Therefore, it is necessary to validate our approach without having to simulate
our methodology by replacing our semi-analytical calculation with an MEF method. It is therefore
necessary to build a methodology independent of the contact simulation method to validate the
plasticification of extreme roughness and to associate them with a localized contact pressure without
recourse to numerical calculation. For this purpose, we will have recourse to the nano-indentation
test with of a Berkovich indentor. The nano-indenter continuously monitors the evolution of the
tip depression with the indentation charge during the charging and discharging phases to observe
the plastic and elastic response of the material. The tip used on our equipment is a Berkovich tip
(pyramidal geometry with a triangular base). The indenter Berkovich is a three-sided pyramid, whose
base is an equilateral triangle. The faces have an inclination of 65.3◦ with respect to the vertical axis.
This homothetic geometry, therefore, makes it easy to identify the plasticized area by indentation. This
homothetic geometry therefore makes it easy to identify morphologically the plastic area. A sample of
the TA6V (MTS NanoIndentor) previously polished with 80 grade abrasive paper to obtain a rough
surface is indented. Then the indentation print is recorded by atomic force microscopy (Bruker).
Figure 9 (left) shows the topography where the angles of the indenter in plastic contact are visible.
The non-indentated roughness has an Sa of 36 nm and the side of the impression in contact is equal to
18 µm.
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Weierstrass function leads to realistic rough surfaces. The elasto-plastic simulation shows a similar 
value on the indentation length 17 µm which validates our simulation model approach. 
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Figure 9. Nano-Indentation of TA6V samples (left), roughness extraction (center), indentation print
measurements (right).
To carry out the simulation, we calculated the fractal dimension as well as the roughness (Sq),
it was then possible to simulate a rough surface with the same property. Note that the summation
of the function is limited in high frequencies to represent the beginning of the fractal regime of the
roughness measured by AFM. Then the nano indentation test was simulated by an elasto-plastic model.
Figure 10 shows the simulation of the indentation on the simulated rough surface (plastic zone is
raised on the topographical map). The Sa of the simulated surface is closed to the experimental surface
(Sa = 38 nm against Sa = 36 nm). This result shows that topographical simulation by the Weierstrass
function leads to realistic rough surfaces. The elasto-plastic simulation shows a similar value on the
indentation length 17 µm which validates our simulation model approach.Coatings 2020, 10, 15 12 of 15 
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that this boundary defines the transition zone and, therefore, the contact pressure is equal to the 
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Figure 10. Elasto-plastic imulation of TA6V material (l ft). To visualize the plastified area and frontier
elastic/plastic deformations, the plastic area is raised through the elastic area. At the center, roughn ss
extractio simulated by the 3D Weierstrass function and indentation pri t of simulated indentation
print is show on the right.
We will then postulate that at the elastoplastic transition boundary (see Figure 11 left) the pressure
field is continuous due to the given shape between the surface and the indenter. This means that
this boundary defines the transition zone and, therefore, the contact pressure is equal to the elastic
limit of the materials. As a result, this boundary topography allows us to calculate the probability
density function of asperities height at the beginning of plasticification. Figure 11 (center) represents
this probability density function for the simulated and experimental plasticification frontiers for a
given roughness height. As can be observed, the densities between the experimental and simulated
measurement are quite close. It then becomes possible to determine the probability density of surface
integrity (Figure 11, right). The experimental and simulated data are consistent, which validates the
robustness of the simulation on a rough surface to detect local areas of first plastification.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed and exposed the principle of a statistical workflow to be applied to the
analysis of rough surfaces in order to predict the statistics of contact pressure from roughness analysis.
By means of the proposed functions, a statistical protocol allows us to extract the density of probability
of the maximal pressure of a rough surface. This estimate is based upon a classical hypothesis of local
elastic response of roughness peaks. The detailed validation of the proposed methodology could either
involve contact pressure experimental measurements or numerical simulations taking into account the
elastic interactions between peaks in future developments. The probability density of local contact
pressure is described well by a GLD density function. Then, it is possible to determine the probability
that the pressure of contact generates a plastic deformation from the analysis of the roughness statistics.
The proposed methodology has been applied to numerically generated surfaces, but could also be
adapted to the topography analysis of experimental ones. The influence of the sample size on this
probability distribution variation can then be taken into account. From a statistical consideration,
it should then become possible to plan the failure density of probability at a higher scale than the one
use for scanning the sample. However, the uncertainties of measurements must be integrated to build a
reliable probability density function of failure. The more experimental scanned surfaces, the better the
prediction. Conversely, if the number of scanned surfaces is too weak, the elastic limit of the material
must be increased to guarantee, with a fixed probability, the integrity of the structure, in order to get no
damage of the structure by plastic deformation. The choice of the number of surfaces to be measured
will become a compromise between the cost of the measure, the charge of the over-quality and the
failure price. The workflow proposed in this paper, could contribute to finding the best traid-off and
search for an optimal strategy in material elaboration.
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Appendix A. The MultiScale Formulation of the Probability of Failure
The probability of failure will depends of the apparent surface area. If a one increases area, one
increases the probability of having a higher pressure. If one suppose that the surface is ergodic, then
double the surface area is equivalent to double the number of points of pressure in the pressure lambda
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PDF that stay unchanged according to ergodicity assumption. However, the extreme value PDF that
depends on the number of sample points will change and becomes:
Pr
(
p < pmaxl
)
= ykn
(
pmaxl
)
(A1)
where k > 0 is the surface magnification factors, i.e., the predicted surfaces such S = kS0 where S = kS0
is the initial surface from which pressure PDF is evaluated.
Let Pr(S0, k,Pd) the probability of surface integrities, then one computes by integration on the
initial PDF that is y(Pd) and one finally get the multiscale PDF of surface integrities:
Ln(Pr(S0, k,Pd)) = nkLn(y(Pd)) (A2)
The Figure A1 (left) represents the multi-scale probabilities function of surface integrity versus
surface area. This means that increasing the area of investigation compared to initial area increase
the probability to find a higher maximal pressure. It becomes then possible to predict the maximal
pressure assuring the integrity of a fixed area at a critical level αwith only a measure on a lower surface
area (Figure A1 right).Coatings 2020, 10, 15 14 of 15 
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